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SUMMARY

Translation elongation efficiency is largely thought of
as the sum of decoding efficiencies for individual co-
dons. Here, we find that adjacent codon pairs modu-
late translation efficiency. Deploying an approach in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae that scored the expres-
sion of over 35,000 GFP variants in which three adja-
cent codons were randomized, we have identified 17
pairs of adjacent codons associated with reduced
expression. For many pairs, codon order is obliga-
tory for inhibition, implying a more complex interac-
tion than a simple additive effect. Inhibition mediated
by adjacent codons occurs during translation itself
as GFP expression is restored by increased tRNA
levels or by non-native tRNAs with exact-matching
anticodons. Inhibition operates in endogenous
genes, based on analysis of ribosome profiling
data. Our findings suggest translation efficiency is
modulated by an interplay between tRNAs at adja-
cent sites in the ribosome and that this concerted
effect needs to be considered in predicting the func-
tional consequences of codon choice.

INTRODUCTION

Translation elongation shapes the proteome, influencing the

amount of protein produced per mRNA and folding of the

nascent protein (Gingold and Pilpel, 2011; Ingolia et al., 2009;

Thanaraj and Argos, 1996). During translation elongation, ribo-

somes coordinate interactions of codons in mRNA with the anti-

codons of cognate tRNAs, resulting in addition of an amino acid

to the growing polypeptide, followed by a three-base transloca-

tion of the mRNA. Synonymous codons specify addition of the

same amino acid to a growing polypeptide chain, but differ in

their relative use in the genome, the abundance of the tRNAs

that decode them, and their requirement for wobble (non-

Watson-Crick) decoding interactions between the third base of

the codon and the first base of the anticodon.
Codon choice modulates translation efficiency (Gingold and

Pilpel, 2011), protein folding (Thanaraj and Argos, 1996; Zhang

et al., 2009), and mRNA decay (Presnyak et al., 2015). A set of

‘‘optimal’’ codons, decoded by abundant tRNAs, is implicated

in high-translation efficiency in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and

Escherichia coli (Burgess-Brown et al., 2008; dos Reis et al.,

2004; Gingold and Pilpel, 2011; Pechmann and Frydman,

2013; Presnyak et al., 2015; Sharp and Li, 1987; Welch et al.,

2009). The importance of codon choice is underscored by the

finding that codon use differs substantially between genes ex-

pressed in proliferating human cells and in differentiated tissues

(Gingold et al., 2014). However, the parameters that modulate

elongation are not well understood.

While suboptimal codon use could reflect a lack of selective

pressure (Plotkin and Kudla, 2011), in some cases suboptimal

codon use is functionally important, for instance, in the expres-

sion of the Neurospora clock protein FRQ (Zhou et al., 2013)

and the cyanobacteria oscillator kaiABC (Xu et al., 2013). The

prevailing hypothesis for how suboptimal codons affect transla-

tion has been that their decoding by low-abundance tRNAs

slows ribosome progress. Variation in the decoding rates of indi-

vidual codons has been detected in some studies (Curran and

Yarus, 1989; Gardin et al., 2014; Lareau et al., 2014; Pedersen,

1984; Sørensen and Pedersen, 1991; Stadler and Fire, 2011),

but not in others (Ingolia et al., 2009; Pop et al., 2014; Subrama-

niam et al., 2014). Furthermore, it is not resolved how differences

in decoding impact translation efficiency, with different studies

suggesting that suboptimal codons affect mRNA decay (Pre-

snyak et al., 2015), translation initiation rates (Chu et al., 2014),

or the recruitment of quality control systems (Letzring et al.,

2013).

Detection of codon-mediated effects is complicated by three

factors. First, changes in codon use affect mRNA sequence,

which also influences mRNA structure, protein and microRNA

binding sites, and splicing signals (Goodman et al., 2013; Kudla

et al., 2009; Weatheritt and Babu, 2013; Welch et al., 2009). Sec-

ond, translation of particular amino acids or amino acid combi-

nations, such as proline repeats, may affect both the rate and

efficiency of translation (Gutierrez et al., 2013; Lareau et al.,

2014). Third, codon-mediated effects almost certainly depend

on additional parameters beyond the single codon, including a
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codon’s location in the gene (Letzring et al., 2010; Pechmann

and Frydman, 2013; Tuller et al., 2010a, 2010b; Wolf and Gray-

hack, 2015) and sequence context (Boycheva et al., 2003; Fe-

dorov et al., 2002; Moura et al., 2005).

Interactions between adjacent codons were first implicated in

translation efficiency by the biased use of codon context and

codon pairs in organisms in all three kingdoms (Fedorov et al.,

2002; Gutman and Hatfield, 1989). In human cells, recoding viral

genes with underused codon pairs reduces expression and

leads to attenuated viruses (Coleman et al., 2008). Moreover,

codon pairs and codon context affect the rate of translation elon-

gation in the HisT leader peptide in Salmonella enterica (Chev-

ance et al., 2014), while adjacent CGA codons inhibit translation

in S. cerevisiae more effectively than individual CGA codons

(Letzring et al., 2010). Thus, interactions between sites in the

ribosome may play important roles in regulating translation.

However, a major impediment to understanding translational

control mediated by codon choice has been the lack of an unam-

biguous method to identify codons or codon combinations that

reduce translation efficiency.

We reasoned that an analysis of extensive variation within a

small region could identify codon combinations that reduce

gene expression in the yeast S. cerevisiae. Large synthetic li-

braries of a reporter gene provide a robust tool for evaluating

the functional impacts of sequence variation (Goodman et al.,

2013; Kudla et al., 2009; Welch et al., 2009). We therefore

used fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and deep

sequencing to measure the expression of 35,811 GFP variants

in which three adjacent codons near the 50 end of the coding

sequence were randomized. We identified 17 codon pairs

associated with low expression and examined their effects on

translation. We have found that most of these codon pairs sub-

stantially reduce the rate of translation elongation on native yeast

mRNAs and dramatically reduce expression in only a single

orientation, consistent with inhibition by the codon pair and not

by the sum of individual codon effects. We conclude that the

rate of translation elongation is modulated by the concerted

effects of tRNA:codon interactions in two adjacent sites in the

ribosome.

RESULTS

Analysis of 35,811Three-CodonVariants RevealsCodon
Pairs Linked to Reduced Expression
To identify codons or codon pairs that substantially inhibit yeast

translation, we randomized three adjacent codons at amino

acids 6–8 of a fusion protein encoding superfolder GFP in the

chromosomally integrated RNA-ID reporter (Dean and Gray-

hack, 2012). Codon-mediated translational control has been

recapitulated in this reporter, in which a bidirectional GAL1,10

promoter separately drives expression of GFP and RFP, with

normalization of GFP to red fluorescent protein (RFP) used to

reduce transcriptional noise. We created two libraries that ran-

domized the three codons (Figure 1A): the (VNN)3 library en-

coded each codon by VNN (V = A, C, or G) to avoid insertion

of stop codons, and the (NNN)3 library encoded each codon by

NNN. This approach seemed likely to comprehensively define in-

teractions between adjacent codons, since each codon pair, the
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reverse of each codon pair, and the two individual codons would

be represented many times in different contexts.

To detect differences in GFP expression, we used fluores-

cence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to separate yeast cells into

three fluorescence bins. For the (NNN)3 library, we made and

separately sorted two independent yeast libraries. We estimated

that the assay detected expression levels, relative to a no-insert

GFP reference, from �75%–100% in bin 1, from �25%–75% in

bin 2 (median 43%of bin 1 median), and from 2.5%–25% in bin 3

(median 6% of bin 1 median) (Figure 1A); GFP variants with stop

codons migrated into the background bin. Following FACS, we

sequenced the three-codon insertions from cells in each bin,

carried out quality filtering, and determined the relative distribu-

tion of sequences. We estimated mean expression (GFPSEQ) for

each sequence based on the sequence’s distribution across

bins and applying the median fluorescence of a bin to all reads

counts in that bin. GFPSEQ scores correlated across the three li-

braries (r = 0.91 to 0.93) (Figure S1A) and with mean GFP expres-

sion of 76 individual constructs measured by flow cytometry

(GFPFLOW) (r = 0.81), although binning limited the resolution

(Figure S1B).

We considered that amino acid sequences encoded by the in-

sertions could affect GFP stability or expression, although most

of these effects should be mitigated by using superfolder GFP,

which has robust fluorescence even when fused to several insol-

uble proteins (Pédelacq et al., 2006). Thus, for downstream anal-

ysis, we included only the 35,811 unique DNA sequences

specifying one of 5,148 tripeptides that had at least one synon-

ymous sequence above the mean of all GFPSEQ scores (which

left out 4.1% of tripeptides and 6.2% of DNA variants). For

each DNA sequence, the highest scoring sequence encoding a

synonymous peptide served as its synonymous reference. We

scored expression due to codon usage (syn-GFPSEQ) as the

GFPSEQ ratio of a given sequence and its synonymous reference.

As expected, most synonymous variants had similar expres-

sion (Figure 1B; Table S1), with a mean syn-GFPSEQ of 0.954.

However, 1,119 DNA sequences (low variants) had syn-GFPSEQ

ranging from 0.059 through 0.647 (three SDs or more below the

mean). Intermediate variants comprised 5,127 sequences from

0.648 through 0.953; high variants comprised 24,417 non-refer-

ence (as well as 5,148 reference) sequences with syn-GFPSEQ

greater than 0.953.

There were no examples in which the use of an individual

codon consistently reduced expression to a degree detectable

in our assay. The median syn-GFPSEQ for each set of variants

containing one or more copies of a given codon ranged from

0.97 to 1.00, but the use of broad expression bins limited our

ability to detect differences in GFPFLOW values between 75%

and 100% of the reference GFP. A subset of codons occurred

frequently in low variants (Table S2), suggesting that combined

use of particular codons may dramatically reduce expression.

To identify inhibitory codon pair candidates, we looked for

combinations of adjacent codons enriched in the low-variant

category. We found 293 six-base sequences (non-gapped

6-mers) enriched in the low variants at one or more of the four

possible starting positions of the nine-base insertions (permuta-

tion p value % 0.001; Table S3). Most six-base sequences were

enriched at a single position, as might be expected if they form
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Figure 1. Identification of Six Base Se-

quences Linked to Low GFP Expression

(A) Schematic of the method to examine effects of

three randomized codons on superfolder GFP

expression, using the RNA-ID reporter. The FACS

sort of (NNN)3 library 1 is shown.

(B) Distribution of syn-GFPSEQ scores. Variants

were assigned to low- (magenta; n = 1,119), in-

termediate (gray; n = 5,127), and high- (gold;

n = 24,417, excluding high-expression synony-

mous references) expression categories.

(C) Significance of 6-mer enrichment in low-

expression variants by 6-mer position (1–4) in

the nine-base variable region (library insertion).

6-mers with at least one p value % 0.001 are

plotted based on hierarchical clustering of posi-

tional permutation p values. 57 6-mers are not

plotted due tomissing values; this includes 6-mers

that form an in-frame stop codon. 6-mers with a

p value % 0.001 at both in-frame start positions

(1 and 4) are labeled (although CUG-AGG, CUG-

AUA*, and CUU-AGG are not plotted because they

form a stop codon at another position). Candidate

inhibitory pairs that remain enriched in a reduced

structure dataset are indicated with a star.

(D) Flow cytometry scatter plots from six individual

variants; label (GFP*100/RFP).

See also Tables S1, S2, S3, and S4.
part of a secondary structure or a recognition motif that also in-

cludes common sequences. However, 28 of these 6-mers

(0.75% of all possible 6-mers without a stop codon) were en-

riched at both in-frame start positions (permutation p value %

0.001 for each position) and comprised our initial list of inhibitory

codon pair candidates (Figure 1C).

Since strong RNA secondary structure in the 50 end of an open

reading frame (ORF) can reduce translation efficiency in E. coli

and S. cerevisiae (Goodman et al., 2013; Kudla et al., 2009;

Shah et al., 2013; Tuller et al., 2010b), we investigated whether

enrichment of each 6-mer in low-expression variants is expli-

cable primarily by formation of strong secondary structure. We
identified a reduced-structure subset of

variants as all those with a similar

degree of structure to the majority of

high expression variants, based on both

local and global structure predictions

(Figure S1C; Table S1; Supplemental

Experimental Procedures). We then eval-

uated whether each candidate pair re-

mained enriched among low-expression

variants present in the reduced-structure

subset. We found 20 of the 28 candidates

enriched at in-frame start positions (per-

mutation p value % 0.055) and revised

our candidate list to include only these

(Figure 1C; Table S4). We conclude that

structure is unlikely to account for most

of the reduced expression by these 20

candidates.
Expression of GFP variants with a candidate inhibitory pair

was substantially reduced, with syn-GFPSEQ medians ranging

from 0.44 to 0.82 (Table S3). Candidate pairs were present in

29% (n = 319) of all low-expression variants. We validated the

inhibitory effects of the 20 inhibitory codon pair candidates by

flow cytometry of individual constructs. For each pair, we as-

sessed expression due to codon usage by comparing GFPFLOW

of two synonymous variants, one with the inhibitory codon pair

and the other with an optimized pair based on codon adaption

index (CAI), which scores codons based on their frequency of

use in highly expressed genes (Sharp and Li, 1987). All variants

with an inhibitory pair candidate had lower GFPFLOW, ranging
Cell 166, 679–690, July 28, 2016 681
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Figure 2. Adjacent Codons Mediate Frame-

Dependent Inhibition

(A) syn-GFPSEQ distribution of variants with each of

the 20 inhibitory codon pair candidates. Variants

with the indicated codon pair in-frame (blue) are

compared to variants with the codon pair out-of-

frame (the 6-mer at positions 2 and 3) (gray) and

variants with the same two codons in-frame,

but separated (purple). Boxplot shows median

centerline and edges marking the first and third

quartiles. Inhibitory pairs that depend on both

frame and adjacent positioning (corrected Wil-

coxon p values % 0.006) are indicated with a star.

Pairs withWilcoxon p values > 0.006 are shaded in

gray.

(B) The CGA-GCG pair is inhibitory in different

contexts. The GFPFLOW ratio from each of three

sets of variants is positioned above the corre-

sponding variant in a syn-GFPSEQ boxplot of all

variants with the CGA-GCG codon pair (identical

to the blue CGA-GCGboxplot in 2A). TheGFPFLOW

ratio (inhibitory/optimal) is a comparison of

GFPFLOW values from two synonymous variants,

onewith an inhibitory codon pair and the other with

an optimized pair.

(C) Inhibitory pairs are effective in Renilla lucif-

erase-GFP (light blue) or GLN4(1-99)-GFP (dark

blue). Here, the GFPFLOW ratio compares variants

with three copies of an inhibitory pair to synony-

mous variants with three copies of the optimized

pair.

(D) Each codon in the CUC-CCG and CGA-CCG

pairs contributes to inhibition. Schematics of the

respective reporters (Renilla luciferase-GFP re-

porters contain three copies of the pair) and the

GFPFLOW ratio from each of three sets of variants

(inhibitory codon pair, optimized 50 codon, and

optimized 30 codon) are shown.

See also Figure S2.
from 14%–76% that of synonymous optimized variants (Fig-

ure 1D; Table S4).

Codon Pairs Mediate Frame-Dependent Inhibition in
Different Sequence Contexts
To assess the likelihood that inhibition is mediated by translation,

we examined the properties of the candidate pairs. If inhibition

were coupled to translation, then the enriched 6-base se-

quences would likely inhibit expression only when the two

codons were in-frame, but not when out-of-frame, where mech-

anisms decoupled from translation might explain enrichment.

For the 20 candidates, we compared the syn-GFPSEQ distribu-

tion of variants with these candidates at in-frame positions (the

six-base sequences starting at positions 1 and 4) (Figure 2A,

blue) to that of variants with the candidates at out-of-frame po-

sitions (the six-base sequences starting at positions 2 and 3)
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(Figure 2A, gray); 19 pairs had lower

syn-GFPSEQ scores when the codon

pairs were in-frame (corrected Wilcoxon

p values % 0.006; CUC-AUA not signifi-

cant). Additionally, we compared syn-
GFPSEQ distributions of variants with an inhibitory pair to that

of variants with these codons at non-adjacent, in-frame posi-

tions (separated) (Figure 2A, purple). If the codon pair, rather

than additive effects of single codons, mediates translation inhi-

bition, then we would expect greater inhibition by adjacent co-

dons than by non-adjacent codons. 17 of the 20 candidate pairs

had lower syn-GFPSEQ scores when the codons were adjacent

(corrected Wilcoxon p values % 0.006; CUC-AUA, CUG-CUG,

and CUU-CUG not significant). Thus, inhibition by these 17 pairs

is dependent on both frame and adjacent positioning of the two

codons.

Because the boxplots revealed a range of syn-GFPSEQ scores

from variants with the same inhibitory pair, we used GFPFLOW to

obtain higher resolution measurements of relative inhibition

by an inhibitory pair in different contexts, including in variants

with high syn-GFPSEQ scores. For three variants containing
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Affects Translation and Is Suppressed by

Particular tRNAs

(A) Wobble decoding is prevalent in the 17 inhibi-

tory codon pairs.

(B) Flow cytometry scatter plots show GFPFLOW

from two sets of variants that contain an inhibitory

pair (top) or a synonymous optimized pair (bot-

tom), in cells with either an empty vector or a

plasmid expressing the indicated tRNA; the non-

native exact matching tRNA is also indicated by a

star.

(C) The effect on the GFPFLOW ratio of expressing a

tRNA that decodes the 30 codon in an inhibitory

pair. Vector, blue; native tRNA, light purple; non-

native tRNA, dark purple. Error bars represent SD.

NA, not applicable; ND, not determined.

See also Figure S3.
CGA-GCG (Figure 2B) and three containing CGA-CGG (Fig-

ure S2A), the ratio of inhibitory to optimal GFPFLOW scores was

always less than 0.66. Thus, the codon pair was inhibitory in

different contexts, although the magnitude of inhibition varied.

This variation could reflect effects from RNA structure or addi-

tional sequence context (nucleotide, codon, or amino acid).

Additionally, each three-codon insert introduces four codon

pairs (including the invariant codons at positions 5 and 9), all of

which could affect translation.

If inhibition by codon pairs is a general function of their trans-

lation by the ribosome, then the codon pairs should reduce

expression when positioned at diverse locations within the cod-

ing sequence. However, the magnitude by which codons affect

expression can depend on their location relative to the start of

translation; for example, CGA codon repeats are more inhibitory

near the start of the coding sequence (Letzring et al., 2010; Wolf

andGrayhack, 2015). Therefore, we testedwhether inhibition oc-

curs at internal locations by inserting three copies of an inhibitory

codon pair at amino acid 100 (between an N-terminal GLN4(1-99)
domain and GFP) and at amino acid 318 (between Renilla lucif-

erase and GFP) (Letzring et al., 2010; Wolf and Grayhack,

2015); we carried out this test for the 12 pairs with the lowest

syn-GFPSEQ medians. In each case, GFPFLOW with the inhibitory

pairs was lower than with optimized pairs (from 20%–67%; Fig-

ure 2C). We also showed that increasing the copy number of the

codon pairs results in greater inhibition (three pairs tested at

amino acid 6 and two pairs tested at amino acid 100) (Fig-
ure S2B). Thus, each of these inhibitory

codon pairs mediates reduced expres-

sion either near the start of translation or

at internal coding sequence locations.

In two cases, we explicitly demon-

strated that each codon in the pair

is necessary for inhibition. First, we

compared GFPFLOW of a variant with an

inhibitory pair (CUC-CCG) to GFPFLOW

of variants in which either the 50 or 30

codon was replaced with an optimized

codon (UUG-CCG, CUC-CCA). The
variant with the inhibitory pair showed dramatically lower

expression (�14%of the optimized variants; Figure 2D). Second,

we tested three copies of the CGA-CCG pair at amino acid 100

and obtained similar results (Figure 2D). Thus, the inhibitory

codon pairs mediate reduced expression when present in-frame

in a coding sequence.

Wobble Decoding Is Central to Inhibition by Codon Pairs
The codon composition of the 17 pairs is consistent with the idea

that these pairs inhibit translation and that wobble decoding is

central to their effects. All ten codons in these pairs are impli-

cated in poor translation by their infrequent use in highly ex-

pressed genes, as measured by CAI (Sharp and Li, 1987). The

Arg CGA codon, the only codon in yeast decoded via a purine-

purine I,A wobble, is found in more than half of the candidate

pairs (Figure 3A). The other nine codons in the 17 pairs include

all three codons decoded exclusively by U,G wobble, as well

as six codons decoded by low-copy tRNAs (one or two gene

copies), three of which are also decoded by a second tRNA via

wobble interactions (Johansson et al., 2008) (Figure 3A). Wobble

interactions have been implicated in both slow decoding (Lareau

et al., 2014; Sørensen and Pedersen, 1991; Stadler and Fire,

2011) and in inefficient translation (Letzring et al., 2010).

To determine if defects in decoding inhibitory codon pairs are

responsible for low expression, we evaluated the ability of over-

expressed tRNAs to suppress the low GFPFLOW of variants with

inhibitory codon pairs. We initially examined suppression by
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tRNAs that decode the 30 codon of inhibitory pairs, since the

30 codon is likely to occupy the ribosomal A site during the

inhibitory reaction. The expression defect for variants with 10

of 12 pairs tested was suppressed either by increasing the abun-

dance of a native tRNA or by expressing a non-native tRNA that

enables decoding by Watson-Crick base pairing at all three

bases (exact matching) (Figures 3B and 3C; not for AGG-CGA

or CGA-CGG). Maximal suppression ranged from 1.8- to 7.7-

fold increases in GFPFLOW (relative to an empty vector), and sup-

pression was only slightly augmented in the one case tested by

co-expression of two tRNAs, one for each codon (Figure S3A).

As shown below, for one of the pairs (CGA-CGG) in which

tRNA for the 30 codon did not suppress, the expression defect

was strongly suppressed by a non-native exact matching tRNA

that decodes the 50 codon (see below). Thus, for these 11

tRNA-suppressible pairs, inhibition is due to a translation defect.

Furthermore, since the expression defect for AGG-CGA was

alleviated by shifting the reading frame (Figure S3B), we infer

that inhibition in this case could also likely be a translational

defect.

To evaluate the role of wobble decoding in codon-mediated

inhibition, we compared the degree of suppression by 30 native
tRNAs to that of 30 exact matching, non-native tRNAs. The exact

matching tRNA was more effective at suppressing inhibition by

the eight tested pairs (substantially so for three pairs with a

30 Pro CCG codon [Figures 3B and 3C] and four pairs with a

30 Arg CGA codon, but marginally so for a pair with a 30 Leu
CUG codon [Figure 3C]). Because correcting wobble decoding

improved translation more effectively than did increased

amounts of the native tRNA, we conclude that I,A and U,G
wobble base pairings contribute to inhibition of translation by

codon pairs.

We also examined the GFP mRNA abundance from six vari-

ants with an inhibitory pair. The amount of GFP mRNA from

each of these variants with an inhibitory pair was reduced relative

to that from a synonymous optimized variant (Figure S3C), as

might be expected since many translational defects result in

mRNA degradation (Shoemaker and Green, 2012). For a variant

with CUC-CCG, expression of the non-native, exact matching

tRNAProðCGGÞ� suppressed both mRNA and GFP defects (Fig-

ure S3D), illustrating a link between mRNA and translation effi-

ciency for this variant with an inhibitory pair.

Inhibition by Codon Pairs Implicates Interactions
between Sites in the Ribosome
Since the codons had to be adjacent for low expression medi-

ated by codon pairs, we considered that these pairs might act

in a concerted manner to mediate inhibition, with each codon

in the pair playing a unique role in the inhibitory effect and occu-

pying a specific position in the ribosome. If inhibition occurs

when the 30 codon enters or occupies the ribosomal A site,

then the 50 codon in the pair would occupy the P site. In this

case, overproduction of a native tRNA that decodes the 50 codon
would not be expected to suppress inhibition by the codon pair.

In testing ten pairs (excluding CGA-CGA, which has identical

codons, and AGG-CGA, which is not tRNA suppressible), we

found that increased expression of a native tRNA corresponding

to the 50 codon had no significant effect on inhibition by eight
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pairs, and only marginally suppressed inhibition by GUA-CGA

(Figure 4A). For CUC-CCG, overproduction of the single copy

native tRNALeu(GAG) substantially suppressed inhibition, but

overproduction of a different native tRNA (tRNALeu(UAG)) that

competes to decode the same codon by wobble interactions

increased inhibition (Figure 4A). Thus, reducing the use of

wobble decoding for the P site codon improved expression.

We demonstrated that charged tRNAArg(ICG) was increased

9-fold when the tRNA was expressed from a high copy 2m

plasmid (Figures 4A and 4B), even though this overproduction

resulted in no suppression of inhibitory pairs with a 50 CGA.

Furthermore, the use of an even higher copy leu2-d 2m plasmid

(Beggs, 1978) resulted in a 20-fold increase in charged

tRNAArg(ICG), but still no detectable suppression of these pairs

(Figures 4B and 4C). By contrast, the non-native exact matching

tRNAArgðUCGÞ� suppressed expression defects (Figure 4A), and,

thus, translation of the 50 codons is also central to inhibition

by codon pairs. These results are consistent with the idea

that codon-anticodon interactions in the P site affect A-site

decoding.

If the position of each codon in the ribosome is critical for

codon pair-mediated inhibition, then the order of codons in an

inhibitory codon pair should be important for inhibition. Of the

17 pairs identified in this study, the CGA-CGA pair is composed

of identical codons and two sets of pairs are inhibitory with the

codons in either order (AUA-CGA, CGA-AUA and CUG-CGA,

CGA-CUG), leaving 12 inhibitory pairs with a single order of

codons. For each of these 12, we compared the GFP expression

of variants with the inhibitory pair to those with its reverse pair

(i.e., with the two codons in reverse order). In each case, variants

with the inhibitory pair tended to have lower syn-GFPSEQ scores

than variants with the reverse pair (correctedWilcoxon p value%

0.006; Figure 4D). Similarly, two variants with the inhibitory pair

CUC-CCG had low GFPFLOW relative to a synonymous variant

with the optimized pair, whereas two variants with the reverse

pair, CCG-CUC, had high GFPFLOW (Figure 4E). Thus, the idea

that the 50 codon in an inhibitory pair has a role distinct from

the 30 codon is supported by failure of overproduced native

tRNAs that decode the 50 codon to suppress inhibition (eight

pairs), as well as by the dependence of GFP inhibition on the

order of codons (12 pairs). We conclude that inhibition by most

codon pairs is likely to involve interactions between tRNAs at

adjacent sites in the ribosome.

12 Inhibitory Codon Pairs Have Elevated Ribosome
Occupancies on Yeast Gene Transcripts
To assess the potential influence of inhibitory pairs on translation

of yeast genes, we examined the overall expression of genes

containing these pairs. The pairs occur 2,922 times in 1,868

genes (31.6% of the 5,917 yeast genes), including 2–8 occur-

rences in 659 genes (Engel et al., 2014). Consistent with the 17

inhibitory pairs having a negative impact on translation efficiency

and as expected from the low CAI of their individual codons,

these pairs predominantly occur in yeast genes with low to mod-

erate expression (based on mRNA levels) (Figure 5A). Many

ORFs with an inhibitory pair tend to have reduced protein (Kulak

et al., 2014) per mRNA transcript (Presnyak et al., 2015)

compared to other ORFs within a similar CAI range (corrected
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Figure 4. Inhibition Depends on Codon

Order and Pair Effect

(A) The effect on the GFPFLOW ratio of expressing a

tRNA that decodes the 50 codon of an inhibitory

pair. Vector, blue; native tRNA, light orange; non-

native tRNA, dark orange. Leu CUC is decoded by

two native tRNAs; the exact matching tRNA is

indicated by a star. Error bars represent SD. NA,

not applicable. CGA-CGA data are also shown in

Figure 3C.

(B) Charged tRNAArg(ICG) levels increase when

tRNAArg(ICG) is expressed from either a 2m or 2m

leu2-d vector, asmeasuredwith an acidic northern

blot probed for tRNAArg(ICG) and tRNAPhe(GAA).

Charged tRNA (black arrow) and uncharged tRNA

(gray arrow) are indicated.

(C) Effects of increasing native tRNAArg(ICG) by

expression from a 2m leu2-d vector on the

GFPFLOW ratio from each of eight sets of variants

(leu2-d vector, blue; tRNAArg(ICG), gray). Error bars

represent SD.

(D) syn-GFPSEQ distribution of variants with an

inhibitory pair (blue) compared to that of variants

with the same pair of codons in reverse order

(pink). Distributions are plotted for the 12 pairs for

which only a single order of the codons is present

in the list of inhibitory pairs. Boxplot edges mark

the first and third quartiles. Stars indicate a cor-

rected Wilcoxon p value % 0.006. Blue boxplots

are identical to those in Figure 2A.

(E) Inhibition by the CUC-CCG pair depends on the

order of the codons. The GFPFLOW ratio for two

sets of variants, each with an inhibitory pair (blue)

and the reverse pair (pink), is shown. Error bars

represent SD.

See also Table S1.
t test p value% 0.01; Figure 5B) or to ORFs with a reverse-order

pair (corrected t test p value = 6.343 10�5 for group of 12 pairs;

Figure 5C).

We proceeded to investigate whether translation elongation

slows at inhibitory codon pairs in yeast transcripts by exam-

ining existing yeast ribosome profiling data, in which ribosome

locations and the identities of codons in the ribosome are

inferred from the sequences of ribosome-protected mRNA

fragments (footprints). Relative translation rates are inferred

from the density of footprints, with positions of reduced

translation speed yielding higher densities. Since cells treated

with cycloheximide were recently shown to have altered

footprint distributions (Hussmann et al., 2015), we evaluated

a yeast experiment carried out without cycloheximide (Jan

et al., 2014).
To assess each codon pair for evidence

of reduced translation rates, we evalu-

ated the overall footprint count at codon

pairs relative to neighboring codon posi-

tions. For each pair, we located all of its

sites in yeast ORFs and aligned windows

of up to 100-codon positions, with the

pair at the center of each window. At

each of the aligned positions, we calcu-
lated ribosome occupancy by summing footprint counts across

ORFs and normalizing to total counts from all positions. Based

on an even distribution of footprints, we would expect baseline

occupancy of about 0.01 at each position. Occupancies at those

positions with the pair in ribosomal sites tended to be higher than

baseline occupancies at surrounding codon positions (Fig-

ure 6A). By combining occupancies from two positions (with

the pair in the ribosomal P, A sites and E, P sites), we obtained

the pair’s cumulative ribosome occupancy. We applied the

same approach to calculate cumulative ribosome occupancies

for dipeptides and individual codons.

Consistent with some previous reports (Artieri and Fraser,

2014; Hussmann et al., 2015; Lareau et al., 2014), Pro-Pro sites

had the highest cumulative occupancy of sites for a dipeptide

(0.04), and the codons CGA, CCG, and CGG had the highest
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Figure 5. Inhibitory Pairs Occur in Genes with Both Low Expression

and Translation Efficiency

(A) Proportion of S. cerevisiae ORFs with at least one of the 17 inhibitory pairs

(left) and the proportion of these ORFs present in each mRNA abundance

quartile (right), as based on steady state, total mRNA (Presnyak et al., 2015).

Q1 indicates the bottom 25% of S. cerevisiae transcript abundance.

(B) Estimated translation efficiency distribution (protein abundance [Kulak

et al., 2014] normalized to mRNA [Presnyak et al., 2015]) for ORFs with at least

one inhibitory pair (blue) or no inhibitory pair (gray) and grouped by CAI. CAI

bins, labeled by their lower CAI limit, are 0.025 in size. Stars indicate a cor-

rected t test p value % 0.01 (*) or % 3.69 3 10�9 (***).

(C) Estimated translation efficiency distribution for ORFs with at least one of 12

inhibitory pairs for which the reverse-order pair was not in the inhibitory list

(blue) and ORFs with at least one of the reverse-order pairs (pink). ORFs with

both inhibitory and reverse-order pairs were excluded from the analysis. Stars

indicate a corrected t test p value % 6.34 3 10�5.
cumulative occupancies for individual codons (0.04 to 0.05).

Inhibitory pairs also had elevated cumulative occupancies. For

each inhibitory pair, we evaluated the significance of its cumula-

tive ribosome occupancy by comparison to 10,000 permutations

of the footprint counts in each ORF and found that all 17 inhibi-

tory pairs had higher occupancy than expected by chance (cor-

rected permutation p value < 0.009), given ORF coverage and

footprint distributions. Twelve inhibitory pairs had cumulative oc-

cupancies in the top 0.6% of all codon pairs (more than three

SDs above the mean; Figure 6B). In particular, the four pairs
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with the strongest inhibitory effects in the GFP assay were

among the five pairs with the highest occupancies (Figure 6B).

Thus, inhibitory pairs tended to be translated slowly, and pairs

with some of the highest occupancies also showed the greatest

inhibition of GFP expression.

To assess the pair’s effects on ribosome occupancy, relative

to potential individual codon and dipeptide effects, we first

ranked synonymous codon pairs by each pair’s cumulative

occupancy. Inhibitory codon pairs tended to have some of the

highest occupancies among codon pairs specifying a given

dipeptide (Figure 6C). We also carried out direct comparisons

between synonymous pairs using a Fisher’s exact test on the

footprint counts at each pair and its surrounding codon posi-

tions.We compared each inhibitory pair to two other pairs: a syn-

onymous pair with the same 50 codon, but an optimized 30 codon,
and a synonymous pair with the same 30 codon, but an optimized

50 codon. For 12 inhibitory pairs, the proportion of footprints at

the inhibitory pair was higher than for each synonymous compar-

ison (corrected Fisher’s exact p value% 6.793 10�8; Table S5).

In analyzing a separate ribosome profiling dataset by Lareau

et al. (2014), we found ten of these inhibitory pairs also reached

significance in synonymous comparisons (corrected Fisher’s

exact p value % 0.002). We conclude that ribosomes tend to

translate through 12 of 17 inhibitory codon pairs more slowly

than through either of the individual codons across matching

dipeptide sites.

We also evaluated the impact of codon order on ribosome

occupancy. For the 10 of 11 pairs that differed from synony-

mous pairs (excluding the CGA-CGA pair), the proportion of

footprints at the inhibitory pair was significantly higher than

for the reverse pair (corrected Fisher’s exact p value %

4.63 3 10�32; Figure 6D). Thus, we conclude that slower trans-

lation of these inhibitory pairs is, in large part, due to codon pair

effects, rather than due to the simple result of sequential, indi-

vidual codon effects.

DISCUSSION

We establish that codon pairs affect translation elongation and

translation efficiency in yeast in a manner distinct from the ef-

fects of their individual constituent codons. For 17 inhibitory

codon pairs, we show that it is the pair, rather than the six-

base sequence, the two individual codons, or the encoded

dipeptide, that is responsible for inhibition. GFP variants contain-

ing an inhibitory pair had significantly lower expression than var-

iants in which the same six-base sequence was out of frame, the

two codons were present but separated, or one of the codons of

the pair was instead an optimal codon. We demonstrate that the

inhibition occurs during translation by suppressing it with over-

expressed tRNA (11/12 pairs tested). Codon pair effects are

distinguished from individual codon effects by two findings re-

ported here. First, the order of codons in the pair was required

for inhibition (for 12 of the 17 pairs). Second, translation rates

of many inhibitory pairs were slower (based on ribosome occu-

pancies) than the rates of pairs encoding the same dipeptide

or of pairs with the reverse codon order. These findings implicate

interplay between adjacent ribosomal sites in codon pair-medi-

ated inhibition.
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Figure 6. Inhibitory Codon Pairs in Yeast

Gene Transcripts Have Elevated Ribosome

Occupancies

(A) Examples of ribosome occupancy for an

inhibitory pair and surrounding baseline positions.

At codon distance 0, the inhibitory pair is posi-

tioned in the P and A sites of the ribosome. Oc-

cupancy at each position is the sum of footprints

across aligned ORFs and normalized to total

footprints from all window positions.

(B) Median syn-GFPSEQ of variants with a given

pair versus cumulative ribosome occupancy for

two positions (with the pair in the P, A sites and E, P

sites). Horizontal lines represent the mean occu-

pancy of all codon pairs and 2 or 3 SDs above the

mean (as indicated).

(C) Ranking of synonymous codon pairs by their

cumulative ribosome occupancy (at P, A and E,P

positions). Black dots below the bars indicate

synonymous pairs used in Fisher’s exact com-

parisons because they have a CAI-optimal codon

and a 50 or 30 codon identical to one of the inhibi-

tory pairs.

(D) Ribosome occupancy by position in the ribo-

some for inhibitory pairs (blue) and pairs with the

reverse codon order (pink). Panels on the right

show two sets of pairs, for which both codon or-

ders were identified as an inhibitory codon pair.

The black line indicates expected occupancy

(0.01), based on an even distribution of footprints.

Stars indicate inhibitory pairs with higher cumula-

tive occupancy at the P, A-site and E, P-site po-

sitions compared to the reverse pair (one-sided

Fisher’s exact corrected p value % 4.63 3 10�32).
Codon-anticodon interactions at both the 50 and 30 codon play

a major role in inhibition, as illustrated by three lines of evidence.

First, most inhibitory pairs (15/17) have a codon that relies on

wobble decoding, while synonymous pairs with codons that

are decoded by the same tRNA species (but via Watson-Crick

base pairing) were not inhibitory. Moreover, in 12 of the 17 inhib-

itory pairs, the 30 codon is decoded by an abundant wobble de-

coding tRNA (encoded by 3, 5, 6 and 10 tRNA gene copies, with

gene copy number strongly correlating with abundance [Tuller

et al., 2010a]). Second, non-native exact matching tRNAs that

decode the 30 codons suppressed inhibition much more than

did increased amounts of native, wobble decoding tRNAs (seven

pairs). Third, exact matching tRNAs that decode the 50 codons
suppressed inhibition in some cases

while overproduction of native wobble

decoding tRNA did not.Wobble decoding

has been implicated in both slow and

inefficient decoding of individual codons

(Lareau et al., 2014; Letzring et al., 2010;

Sørensen and Pedersen, 1991; Stadler

and Fire, 2011). Our findings are consis-

tent with a model in which wobble decod-

ing, rather than limited quantities of

tRNA, is central to codon pair-mediated

inhibition.
The ribosome is a highly coordinated machine with communi-

cation between tRNAs in the A, P, and E sites mediated by

numerous protein and rRNA contacts (Demeshkina et al.,

2010). It is well established that tRNA:codon interactions at the

P site affect A site interactions, as during programmed frame-

shifting (Atkins and Björk, 2009) and in a post-peptide bond

quality control mechanism in E. coli (Zaher and Green, 2009).

However, it has not been appreciated that communication be-

tween tRNAs at adjacent sites plays a general role in regulating

the rate and efficiency of translation elongation. Concerted ef-

fects of adjacent codons could occur at several steps in the elon-

gation reaction, e.g., tRNA accommodation, formation of the

hybrid state, translocation, or tRNA exit. Furthermore, inhibition
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mediated by different pairs may work by distinct mechanisms,

since pairs differ with respect to their translation rate, depen-

dence on codon order, requirement for wobble decoding, and

even in suppression by overproduction of a native exact match-

ing 30 tRNA. However, we infer that acceptance of the 30 codon
into the A site is likely limiting for many of the identified pairs,

since overproduction of the native 30 tRNA frequently improved

GFP expression. Thus, inhibitory effects depend on a complex

interplay of the interactions between adjacent sites in the

ribosome, codon-anticodon interactions, and acceptance of a

codon into the A site.

That pairs of codons modulate translation efficiency may, in

part, explain why the effects of synonymous codons on trans-

lation efficiency have remained baffling (Plotkin and Kudla,

2011). Although several previous studies implicated codon

pairs in translation efficiency (Chevance et al., 2014; Coleman

et al., 2008; Gutman and Hatfield, 1989; Letzring et al., 2010),

most work has focused on the roles of individual codons (Plot-

kin and Kudla, 2011), with papers on codons outnumbering

papers on codon pairs or adjacent codons 175:1 (PubMed

citations of title and abstract). The prevailing model has been

that codons influence elongation efficiency primarily through

the small, additive effects of individual codons (Plotkin and Ku-

dla, 2011) and indeed individual effects of some codons are

apparent (Hussmann et al., 2015; Lareau et al., 2014; Sørensen

and Pedersen, 1991; Stadler and Fire, 2011). However, we

observed that the effects of an individual codon differed

considerably depending on which other codons it was paired

with. For example, eight CGA-NNN codon pairs had syn-

GFPSEQ medians between 0.44 and 0.73, while the remaining

53 such pairs had medians >0.91. Moreover, the existence of

strong inhibitory pairs calls into question the idea that many,

individually small events sum to a substantial effect on expres-

sion. Instead, a few inhibitory codon pairs may act as discrete

regulatory signals and could be as strongly selected as miRNA

recognition sequences.

Inhibitory codon pairs in yeast, and potentially in other

organisms, may have broad effects on translation efficiency,

protein folding, and mRNA decay. Understanding the mecha-

nisms by which inhibitory codon pairs impact translation

is essential to predict the functional implications of codon

composition.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Library Construction, FACS, and Flow Cytometry

Construction and transformation of (NNN)3 and (VNN)3 libraries of GFP vari-

ants in the RNA-ID reporter were performed as described previously (Dean

and Grayhack, 2012). Growth of each library, fluorescence-activated cell

sorting of 3–9.5 million cells from each library, and analysis of individual

variants were performed as described previously (Dean and Grayhack,

2012), with differences noted in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Oligonucleotides and plasmids employed in this work are listed in Tables S6

and S7.

Sequencing of GFP Three-Codon Insertions

From genomic DNA samples, we amplified GFP library fragments through 25

PCR cycles, using primers specific to the flanking regions and containing a

FACS bin-specific index (Table S6). We then pooled the amplified fragments

and sequenced on an Illumina GAII sequencer with single-end reads. For qual-
688 Cell 166, 679–690, July 28, 2016
ity control, we required each read to have accurately called six bases

(‘‘AACGCA’’) immediately downstream of our variable region and for each of

the nine variable base calls to have a score of Q30 or better. To compare

read counts across bins, we corrected for the number of cell sorting events

in a given bin. See additional filtering and scoring details in the Supplemental

Experimental Procedures.

Analysis of Ribosome Profiling Datasets

We analyzed a whole-cell ribosome profiling sample with no cycloheximide

treatment from Jan et al. (2014). A-site codon footprint tallies were provided

by Jeff Hussman as described in Hussmann et al. (2015). See additional details

in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Acidic Northern Blot Analysis

Bulk RNA, prepared from �3 OD pellets, was resolved on 6.5% acrylamide

gels at pH 5 as described previously (Alexandrov et al., 2006).

Explanation of the Statistical Methods

To assess the significance of each 6-mer sequence’s enrichment in low GFP

variants, we tracked occurrences of the 6-mer in low variants across

100,000 permutations. Variants were assigned to one of ten pools based on

GC count, and we shuffled the expression categories within each pool. From

this analysis we derived p values for the frequency of each 6-mer in low vari-

ants, based on the probability of obtaining as many, or more, low-variant

counts by chance.

We also estimated the chance probabilities of footprint densities. For each

pair, we carried out 10,000 permutations, in which we shuffled the A-site

codon footprint counts within each ORF with the pair and recalculated foot-

print density at ribosomal site positions. To directly evaluate the significance

of differences between synonymous pairs, we performed one-sided Fisher’s

exact tests on 2 3 2 contingency tables with the footprint counts for each

pair at ribosome site positions and at the remainder of codon positions within

a 100-codon window. See additional details in the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

three figures, and seven tables and can be found with this article online at

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2016.05.070.
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